Sensor array based on single carbon quantum dot for fluorometric differentiation of all natural amino acids.
A sensor array is described that consists of a carbon quantum dot (CQD) and metal ions, including Hg2+, Cu2+, Fe3+, Ag+, Cd2+, and Pb2+. The CQDs display blue fluorescence with excitation/emission maxima at 370/440 nm. It is shown that the array can be applied to the determination of all natural amino acids (NAAs). Metal ions can quench the fluorescence of the CQDs, while NAAs can take metal ions away or co-bind to the CQD@metal-ion complex, which enhances or depresses the fluorescence of the CQDs. Based on the differential fluorescence variation, the CQD@metal-ion@NAA array exhibits a unique pattern for NAAs. Principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) were carried out to generate visualized datagrams for NAA discrimination. The design and construction of the sensor array is convenient and economical. The sensor array can distinguish NAAs at a concentration of as low as 30 μM, and can distinguish NAAs into acidic, neutral and basic NAAs. Semi-quantitative assay of alanine and threonine was also realized. Based on the low limit of detection and multi-NAA detection capability, the array can differentiate healthy cases from acute leukemia, chronic leukemia and lymphoma by analyzing the NAA status of serum samples. Graphical abstractSchematic representation of a fluorometric (FL) sensor array based on single CQD (carbon quantum dot) interacting with metal ions for differentiating all NAAs (natural amino acids) into acidic, neutral and basic NAAs (ANs, NNs and BNs) through PCA (principle component analysis).